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View from the Dome
Hello Friends!
It is with great pride that we
announce the arrival of the
third generation Kelly Large
Agricultural
Workstation!
It has all the features of the
previous Kelly “Large Ag”, plus
the
improved
broadcast
capability
and
dowsing
sensitivity delivered by an
integrated phase array antenna. 360° rate dials allow
exploration of the entire scalar
waveform, while improved
function labeling and a great new look make this radionic
instrument and integrated potentizer the best ever. There is also
no better time to try the new Workstation! Not only are we
offering special introductory pricing, but also the first ever
instrument trade-in offer. Send back a Kelly Personal
Instrument and we’ll award you as much as $600 credit toward
the purchase of a new Workstation. (See the enclosed flier for
details.) Truly, there has never been a better time to make
the upgrade to a Kelly Large Agricultural Workstation!
In our newsletter we strive to share information that will be
valuable to radionic researchers, especially news about what other
folks are doing. It is for this reason that we are very pleased to
present case histories submitted by four farmers working in the
Midwest. Their reports illustrate how radionics is being utilized to
grow better crops with less expense despite challenging
conditions. This issue also includes a thought-provoking letter
from the desk of our friend Pennsylvania Pete. Last but not least,
we present two new worksheets designed by Cathie Jordan and
another edition of her popular column “Herbal Encyclopedia”.
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